Washoe
Mattie B, Alice, (South Emma)

Patent No. 2591
Former Owner
Location: Section 15-16-21
Location in Dist: 21N 23E
Location in Dist: 15-16-21
Location in Dist: 21N 23E

The Mattie B and Alice are situated on the S. slope of Tiger Canyon and about one mile N. of Olinghouse. The South Emma is situated on the South slope of Tiger Canyon and about 1 1/2 miles N.W.E. of Olinghouse.

Equipment and Development:

The country rocks of this area are composed of Tertiary andesite flows that in places show as very distinct layers that dip S.W. The flows in the vicinity of the Mattie B and Alice claims are distinctly higher in the series than those in the mines at Olinghouse, and do not show the high degree of fracturing and alteration as those of Olinghouse vicinity. The rocks of the vicinity of the South Emma are altered to such a degree that the hill stand out distinctly, among the The formation being sufficiently iron stained to cause the whole hill to appear red brown.

Remarks: The history of the ore deposits of this district shows that most of the occurrences have been small irregular veins and lenses occurring along fractures showing high alteration. Some of which have been phenomenally rich, tho small.
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